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OpenAI GPT Store
These prompts are available on the GPT Store for anyone to use. You must have a GPT Plus

subscription activated on your OpenAI Account to use the prompts.

Indie Dev - App Developing and Marketing Tool:
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-JU7HxOGSn-indie-dev-app-building-and-marketing-tool

Indie Dev is a ‘Super Prompt’ that uses multiple sub-prompts that act as Programmer, Designer, and

Marketer. The sub-prompts expand on user input and help categorize the output. It recommends a

tech stack and generates an app icon and logo image, social media marketing content, SEO/ASO

suggested keywords, and main page starter code. The user inputs an App Idea and Operating System,

and Indie Dev creates everything you need to get started from just one sentence.

TasteBuddy - Generates a Recipe From Any Food Photo:
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-Eo8OTNsAb-tastebuddy

Uses GPT-Vision technology to interpret images of food into recipes. User attaches a photo, and the

prompt will analyze all food content and respond with a dish title, nutritional content, ingredients, and

recipe.

Don, Master Machinist - Precision Aerospace Machining and Engineering.

Expert in CNC Mills and Lathes, G code, and Machine Shop Math
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-iIDX3YiiP-don-master-machinist

Ask Don for advice on all things machining including CNC Programming, Mechanical Engineering and

Metallurgy. This prompt draws from a database of CNC G-Code and M-Code, and other knowledge

charts. Useful for machine shop math and methods.

Node Dev - For developers using Node.js with React, React Native, JavaScript,

TypeScript:
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-dgCGzI4bh-node-dev
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This prompt is tuned to help users write code specifically for Node.js. It uses step-by-step

methodology to help generate proper software architecture. Also helps with debugging and testing

methods, writing comments, and generating complete code files. Uses proper techniques for

programmers to write clean code.

Burly, the Vagabond - Surfer, Solo Traveler, and Van Life Expert:
https://chat.openai.com/g/g-j7N3k8TmH-burly-the-vagabond

Ask Burly for advice on camping, travel tips, and budgeting for life on the road. Returns detailed written

advice with a surfer accent and personality. A roleplay chatbot that also gives useful information

FlowGPT
Here is a link to my prompts on FlowGPT, completely free to use. Includes some of my ChatGPT

prompts and Prompt Hackathon entries.

My FlowGPT Profile: https://flowgpt.com/@rarepolarbear

Chef Greenleaf - Vegan Chef: https://flowgpt.com/p/chef-greenleaf-1

🥉3rd place in Prompt Hackathon for Best Dataset Prompt, November 2023. Roleplays as a Vegan Chef

that will generate gourmet recipes, beverage pairings, and ‘veganize’ any dish. Uses a dataset of

recipes and preparation methods. Ensures all recipes are fully vegan for even the strictest diets.

Other Prompts
You can check out some more of my prompts, and some written by others here:

GitHub Repository - https://github.com/JeremiahDMoore/llm-prompts

Created a chatbot app for iOS and Android for relationship and love advice. User profile specific

relationship coaching that also uses Myers-Briggs Personality Test to fine tune advice. Uses ‘Super

Prompt’ , ‘Step-by-step’ and ‘Sliding Window’ prompt methods. Also image prompting for App Icon

generation.

Sitka, Relationship Coach (for iOS) - https://apps.apple.com/us/app/sitka/id6458592402

Sitka, Relationship Coach (for Android) -
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sitka

Check me out on social media to see what I am currently building #BuildInPublic
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